
REPORT ON NOVEMBER CLUB ACTIVITY 

HERITAGE CLUB 

 

 “A NATION’S CULTURE RESIDES IN THE HEARTS AND IN 

THE SOUL OF ITS PEOPLE” 

 ‘HERITAGE CLUB’ was organised to explore and understand the diverse 

culture and history of India.  The numerous activities organised under the club 

to establish powerful ties with the past. 

The students were given an opportunity to show case their talent under the 

Heritage Club by participating in a plethora of activities. 

                                             STD I & II 

 BLUE- COLOUR OF MY DAY:- In Indian culture blue is the colour 

of Krishna- a central figure among the popular Gods. Many Indian sports teams 

use the colour as a symbol of strength. The colour blue is associated with many 

such factors, things, situations, feelings etc. and to highlight the vividness of the 

colour blue, a fun-oriented activity was designed, wherein the students were 
asked to dress up in blue attire and recite poems- “Singing the Blues” and speak 

about their favourite things- “Feeling Blue”. 

 
The activity was indeed a great way to boost their fluency, vocabulary and voice 

modulation skills and most importantly they could express their views and 

feelings. The children presented the content in the most profound and unique 

style.    

 



                                                STD III TO V 

 

 The most phenomenal activity, this month was ‘REPORTING LIVE- 

EXPLORE THE UNEXPLORED’. It was the most appealing means to 
express. Children presented themselves as news reporters and chose topics that 

had a unique perspective and conveyed information and facts about the rich 

cultural heritage of any one unexplored place of India. 

 
Many beautiful, mysterious and unexplored places like Gurez Valley of 

Kashmir, Sathodi Falls, Belum Caves, Thalassery- City of Seven Hills were 

unveiled by the students. 
 

 
 
 

TAP THE BEAT ON- The Heritage Club also provided a magnanimous 

platform for folk dance. Folk dances in India represents diverse cultures and 
traditions having each region of the country as unique culture, specific folk 

music and dance, which proves to be a wonderful way of expression of their 

community and its traditions. 

 The participants dressed in colourful costumes, twirled around and stole the 
hearts of the audience. The spectacular performances from different parts of the 

country were performed with great zest and enthusiasm like Kathakali from 

Kerala, Rajasthani Folk dances, Koli dance from Maharashtra, Bihu dance from 

Assam etc. The participants with their vivacious dances enthralled the audience 
and made difficult for the teachers to give judgement. 

 
 

 



 

 
 
POWER TALK- The participants in the Power Talk Competition displayed 

oratory skills with zeal & enthusiasm. Every participant was given precisely 2 

minutes to deliver the content. It was indeed astounding to see the amount of 

effort they had put in. The topics, ‘India of my Dreams’, ‘Importance of Unity’ 
were assigned for Power Talk which were exhibited in a very distinct manner.  

 

 
 
The Heritage Club, in true sense, encouraged students to freely express their 

ideas. In myriad ways, the activities under this club, augmented the desired 

output.  


